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"Lebow has produced a significant work on international crises and their relationship to international politics. His
integration of history and international relations theory is particularly laudatory, and he draws some important conclusions
concerning deterrence theory and crisis management."--Jerel A. Rosati, American Political Science Review.
War and Peace and WarThe Rise and Fall of EmpiresPenguin
Now in an updated edition, this pioneering and authoritative study considers the profound impact of the growing global
water crunch on international peace and security as well as possible ways to mitigate the crisis. Although water is
essential to sustaining life and livelihoods, geostrategist Brahma Chellaney argues that it remains the world’s most
underappreciated and undervalued resource. One sobering fact is that the retail price of bottled water is already higher
than the international spot price of crude oil. But unlike oil, water has no substitute, raising the specter of water becoming
the next flashpoint for conflict. Water war as a concept may not mesh with the conventional construct of warfare,
especially for those who plan with tanks, combat planes, and attack submarines as weapons. Yet armies don’t
necessarily have to march to battle to seize or defend water resources. Water wars—in a political, diplomatic, or economic
sense—are already being waged between riparian neighbors in many parts of the world, fueling cycles of bitter
recrimination, exacerbating water challenges, and fostering mistrust that impedes broader regional cooperation and
integration. The danger is that these water wars could escalate to armed conflict or further limit already stretched food
and energy production. Writing in a direct, nontechnical, and engaging style, Brahma Chellaney draws on a wide range of
research from scientific and policy fields to examine the different global linkages between water and peace. Offering a
holistic picture and integrated solutions, his book has become the recognized authority on the most precious natural
resource of this century and how we can secure humankind’s water future.
Forfatteren er videnskabelig medarbejder ved University of Colorado/ USA. I værket undersøges hvilke årsage, der er de
væsentligste til krig og fred og forbindelsen mellem dem, krig og fred i fremtiden og hvad der kan gøres for at skabe mere
fred og mindre krig.
"The German attack on the Soviet Union in June 1941 represents one of the major caesuras in European history. Its
consequences can still be felt fifty years later. Thirty five historians form nine different countries (including the former
Soviet Union) offer a comprehensive survey of the origins, course, and long-term impact of this event. This book is not
merely concerned with political and military history, but also with the experiences of ordinary soldiers and
civilians."--Publisher's description.
Intelligence services form an important but controversial part of the modern state. Drawing mainly on British and
American examples, this book provides an analytic framework for understanding the 'intelligence community' and
assessing its value. The author, a former senior British intelligence officer, describes intelligence activities, the purposes
which the system serves, and the causes and effects of its secrecy. He considers 'intelligence failure' and how
organisation and management can improve the chances of success. Using parallels with the information society and the
current search for efficiency in public administration as a whole, the book explores the issues involved in deciding how
much intelligence is needed and discusses the kinds of management necessary. In his conclusions Michael Herman
discusses intelligence's national value in the post-Cold War world. He also argues that it has important contributions to
make to international security, but that its threat-inducing activities should be kept in check.
The book is about the peace implementation process in Bosnia-Herzegovina viewed, or interpreted reasonably, as a
continuation of war by other means. Twenty years after the beginning of the Dayton peace accords, we need to
summarize the results: the author shares the general agreement in public opinion, according to which the process is a
failure. Pehar presents a broad, yet sufficiently detailed, view of the entire peace agreement implementation that
preserves 'the state of war,' and thus encourages the war-prone attitudes in the parties to the agreement. He examines
the political and narratological underpinnings to the process of the imposed international (predominantly USA)
interpretation of the Dayton constitution and peace treaty as a whole. The key issue is the – perhaps only semiconsciously applied – divide ut imperes strategy. After nearly twenty years, the peace in document was not translated into
a peace on the ground because, with regard to the key political and constitutional issues and attitudes, Bosnia remains a
deeply divided society. The book concludes that the international supervision served a counter-purpose: instead of
correcting the aberration and guarding the meaning that was originally accepted in the Dayton peace treaty, the
supervision approved the aberration and imposed it as a new norm under the clout of 'the power of ultimate
interpretation.'
In War and Peace and War, Peter Turchin uses his expertise in evolutionary biology to offer a bold new theory about the
course of world history. Turchin argues that the key to the formation of an empire is a society’s capacity for collective
action. He demonstrates that high levels of cooperation are found where people have to band together to fight off a
common enemy, and that this kind of cooperation led to the formation of the Roman and Russian empires, and the
United States. But as empires grow, the rich get richer and the poor get poorer, conflict replaces cooperation, and
dissolution inevitably follows. Eloquently argued and rich with historical examples, War and Peace and War offers a bold
new theory about the course of world history with implications for nations today.
War and Peace by Leo Tolstoy from Coterie Classics All Coterie Classics have been formatted for ereaders and devices
and include a bonus link to the free audio book. “If everyone fought for their own convictions there would be no war.” ?
Leo Tolstoy, War and Peace War and Peace is an epic novel by Leo Tolstoy that explores the lives on individuals during
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the time of international conflict.
Bringing together Joe Haldeman's classic tales of future conflicts, this anthology includes 'The Forever War', its sequel
'Forever Free' and the companion novel 'Forever Peace'.
Book 1 of 16 (Complete and unabridged) The greatest epic of all time, now translated into Bogan Australian. Early 1800s
Russia wouldn't be all that bad a place to live, if it weren't for all the social protocol and that bloody Napoleon bastard,
trying to invade the place. In this new translation, Ander Louis has faithfully reconstructed Tolstoy's epic masterpiece, line
for line, in a style the modern reader can understand. Finally, after 150 years, War & Peace is available in Bogan
Australian. Book 1 contains the first 28 chapters of War & Peace (approx. 50,000 words)
Examines the contributions of Kant, Clausewitz, Marx and Engels, and Tolstoy to the understanding of the character and
causes of war and of the possibility of peace between nations.
Essays discuss the development of the United States Navy and examine the role of the Navy in the country's defense
A prominent historian exposes the dark side of making war more humane In the years since 9/11, we have entered an
age of endless war. With little debate or discussion, the United States carries out military operations around the globe. It
hardly matters who’s president or whether liberals or conservatives operate the levers of power. The United States
exercises dominion everywhere. In Humane: How the United States Abandoned Peace and Reinvented War, Samuel
Moyn asks a troubling but urgent question: What if efforts to make war more ethical—to ban torture and limit civilian
casualties—have only shored up the military enterprise and made it sturdier? To advance this case, Moyn looks back at a
century and a half of passionate arguments about the ethics of using force. In the nineteenth century, the founders of the
Red Cross struggled mightily to make war less lethal even as they acknowledged its inevitability. Leo Tolstoy prominently
opposed their efforts, reasoning that war needed to be abolished, not reformed—and over the subsequent century, a
popular movement to abolish war flourished on both sides of the Atlantic. Eventually, however, reformers shifted their
attention from opposing the crime of war to opposing war crimes, with fateful consequences. The ramifications of this
shift became apparent in the post-9/11 era. By that time, the US military had embraced the agenda of humane war,
driven both by the availability of precision weaponry and the need to protect its image. The battle shifted from the streets
to the courtroom, where the tactics of the war on terror were litigated but its foundational assumptions went without
serious challenge. These trends only accelerated during the Obama and Trump presidencies. Even as the two
administrations spoke of American power and morality in radically different tones, they ushered in the second decade of
the “forever” war. Humane is the story of how America went off to fight and never came back, and how armed combat
was transformed from an imperfect tool for resolving disputes into an integral component of the modern condition. As
American wars have become more humane, they have also become endless. This provocative book argues that this
development might not represent progress at all.
Although the moral and ethical dimensions of NATO presence in Afghanistan has been the focus of debate by politicians
and media alike, questions of the religious culture and spirituality that underlie the complexities of both the conflict and
convictions of those affected have rarely been discussed. The entries of this thought-provoking journal offer a unique
window into this strange and unpredictable war-torn realm from the perspective of a Christian army chaplain who has
experienced the terrors of war "from the foxhole." This diary represents the brutally honest, yet deeply spiritual reflections
and questions of a Lutheran clergyman whose aim is not to justify, but to record, the life of faith. Join Padre Ristau in a
journey marked by episodes of wonder and struggle, celebration and hardship, and come away . . . changed. True
stories: some inspiring; some frightening. Yet none of them remain unfamiliar to the Divine.
This volume examines the causes and purposes of 'post-conflict' violence. The end of a war is generally expected to be
followed by an end to collective violence, as the term ‘post-conflict’ that came into general usage in the 1990s signifies.
In reality, however, various forms of deadly violence continue, and sometimes even increase after the big guns have
been silenced and a peace agreement signed. Explanations for this and other kinds of violence fall roughly into two broad
categories – those that stress the legacies of the war and those that focus on the conditions of the peace. There are
significant gaps in the literature, most importantly arising from the common premise that there is one, predominant type of
post-war situation. This ‘post-war state’ is often endowed with certain generic features that predispose it towards
violence, such as a weak state, criminal elements generated by the war-time economy, demobilized but not demilitarized
or reintegrated ex-combatants, impunity and rapid liberalization. The premise of this volume differs. It argues that
features which constrain or encourage violence stack up in ways to create distinct and different types of post-war
environments. Critical factors that shape the post-war environment in this respect lie in the war-to-peace transition itself,
above all the outcome of the war in terms of military and political power and its relationship to social hierarchies of power,
normative understandings of the post-war order, and the international context. This book will of much interest to students
of war and conflict studies, peacebuilding and IR/Security Studies in general.
Professor Holsti examines the origins of war and the foundations of peace of the last 350 years.
NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY The New York Times Book Review • The Economist • The
Christian Science Monitor • Bloomberg Businessweek • The Globe and Mail From the bestselling and award-winning
author of Paris 1919 comes a masterpiece of narrative nonfiction, a fascinating portrait of Europe from 1900 up to the
outbreak of World War I. The century since the end of the Napoleonic wars had been the most peaceful era Europe had
known since the fall of the Roman Empire. In the first years of the twentieth century, Europe believed it was marching to
a golden, happy, and prosperous future. But instead, complex personalities and rivalries, colonialism and ethnic
nationalisms, and shifting alliances helped to bring about the failure of the long peace and the outbreak of a war that
transformed Europe and the world. The War That Ended Peace brings vividly to life the military leaders, politicians,
diplomats, bankers, and the extended, interrelated family of crowned heads across Europe who failed to stop the descent
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into war: in Germany, the mercurial Kaiser Wilhelm II and the chief of the German general staff, Von Moltke the Younger;
in Austria-Hungary, Emperor Franz Joseph, a man who tried, through sheer hard work, to stave off the coming chaos in
his empire; in Russia, Tsar Nicholas II and his wife; in Britain, King Edward VII, Prime Minister Herbert Asquith, and
British admiral Jacky Fisher, the fierce advocate of naval reform who entered into the arms race with Germany that
pushed the continent toward confrontation on land and sea. There are the would-be peacemakers as well, among them
prophets of the horrors of future wars whose warnings went unheeded: Alfred Nobel, who donated his fortune to the
cause of international understanding, and Bertha von Suttner, a writer and activist who was the first woman awarded
Nobel’s new Peace Prize. Here too we meet the urbane and cosmopolitan Count Harry Kessler, who noticed many of
the early signs that something was stirring in Europe; the young Winston Churchill, then First Lord of the Admiralty and a
rising figure in British politics; Madame Caillaux, who shot a man who might have been a force for peace; and more. With
indelible portraits, MacMillan shows how the fateful decisions of a few powerful people changed the course of history.
Taut, suspenseful, and impossible to put down, The War That Ended Peace is also a wise cautionary reminder of how
wars happen in spite of the near-universal desire to keep the peace. Destined to become a classic in the tradition of
Barbara Tuchman’s The Guns of August, The War That Ended Peace enriches our understanding of one of the defining
periods and events of the twentieth century. Praise for The War That Ended Peace “Magnificent . . . The War That
Ended Peace will certainly rank among the best books of the centennial crop.”—The Economist “Superb.”—The New York
Times Book Review “Masterly . . . marvelous . . . Those looking to understand why World War I happened will have a
hard time finding a better place to start.”—The Christian Science Monitor “The debate over the war’s origins has raged
for years. Ms. MacMillan’s explanation goes straight to the heart of political fallibility. . . . Elegantly written, with wonderful
character sketches of the key players, this is a book to be treasured.”—The Wall Street Journal “A magisterial 600-page
panorama.”—Christopher Clark, London Review of Books
A U.S. Military Academy historian analyzes America's exit strategies in conflicts ranging from the American Revolution to
the Gulf War, providing fifteen essays by leading authorities to offer insight into each war's goals, campaigns, and
legacies.
This book is written to be a comprehensive guide to cybersecurity and cyberwar policy and strategy, developed for a oneor two-semester class for students of public policy (including political science, law, business, etc.). Although written from
a U.S. perspective, most of its contents are globally relevant.
As Alexander documents, "The war church is a harlot church!" so said an early twentieth-century fiery Pentecostal
preacherreflecting the conscientious objection and nonviolence that was the official position of the Assemblies of God,
1917-1967. Pentecostals spoke in tongues, prayed for healing, and refused to kill for America, stating that "the clear
teachings of the inspired Word of God" showed that "as followers of the Prince of Peace" they could not "conscientiously
participate in the actual destruction of human life." But by the end of the twentieth century, the majority of AOG pastors in
America believed that Jesus himself would support war and that they should kill for their country if necessary.
Peace and War: Historical, Philosophical, and Anthropological Perspectives is an accessible, higher-level critical
discussion of philosophical commentaries on the nature of peace and war. It introduces and analyses various
philosophies of peace and war, and their continuing theoretical and practical relevance for peace studies and conflict
resolution. Using a combination of both historical and contemporary philosophical perspectives, the book is at once
eclectic in its approach and broad in its inquiry of these enduring phenomena of human existence.
As warriors, freedom fighters and victims, as mothers, wives and prostitutes, and as creators and members of peace
movements, women are inevitably caught up in the net of war. Yet women's participation in warfare and peace
campaigns has often been underestimated or ignored. Images of Women in Peace and War explores women's
relationships to war, peace, and revolution, from the Amazons, Inka and Boadicea, to women soldiers in South Africa,
Mau Mau freedom fighters and the protestors at Greenham Common. The contributors consider not only the reality of
women's participation but also look at how their actions have been perceived and represented across cultures and
through history. They examine how sexual imagery is constructed, how it is used to delineate women's relation to warfare
and how these images have sometimes been subverted in order to challenge the status quo. The book raises important
questions about whether women have a special prerogative to promote peace and considers whether the experience of
motherhood leads to a distinctive women's position on war. The authors find that their analyses lead them to deal with
arguments on the basic nature of the sexes and to reevaluate our concepts of "peace," "war," and "gender."
In this book, first published in 1940, Leonard Woolf lays out the necessity for the establishment of a system providing for
the rule of international law and cooperation, control of international power and collective defence against international
aggression. He lays bare the issues at stake in the Second World War and draws lines on which a lasting peace could be
framed.
First in a quintessential hard-science fiction adventure, Hugo Award-winning author Vernor Vinge's The Peace War follows a
scientist determined to put an end to the militarization of his greatest invention--and of the government behind it. The Peace
Authority conquered the world with a weapon that never should have been a weapon--the "bobble," a spherical force-field
impenetrable by any force known to mankind. Encasing governmental installations and military bases in bobbles, the Authority
becomes virtually omnipotent. But they've never caught Paul Hoehler, the maverick who invented the technology, and who has
been working quietly for decades to develop a way to defeat the Authority. With the help of an underground network of determined,
independent scientists and a teenager who may be the apprentice genius he's needed for so long, he will shake the world. At the
Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
A dramatic account of the Americans who tried to stop their nation from fighting in the First World War—and came close to
succeeding. In this “fascinating” (Los Angeles Times) narrative, Michael Kazin brings us into the ranks of one of the largest, most
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diverse, and most sophisticated peace coalitions in US history. The activists came from a variety of backgrounds: wealthy, middle,
and working class; urban and rural; white and black; Christian and Jewish and atheist. They mounted street demonstrations and
popular exhibitions, attracted prominent leaders from the labor and suffrage movements, ran peace candidates for local and
federal office, met with President Woodrow Wilson to make their case, and founded new organizations that endured beyond the
cause. For almost three years, they helped prevent Congress from authorizing a massive increase in the size of the US army—a
step advocated by ex-president Theodore Roosevelt. When the Great War’s bitter legacy led to the next world war, the warnings
of these peace activists turned into a tragic prophecy—and the beginning of a surveillance state that still endures today. Peopled
with unforgettable characters and written with riveting moral urgency, War Against War is a “fine, sorrowful history” (The New
York Times) and “a timely reminder of how easily the will of the majority can be thwarted in even the mightiest of democracies”
(The New York Times Book Review).
Recalls young Doctor Fingal Flahertie O'Reilly's World War II service aboard the HMS Warspite, and the challenges he faces two
decades later tending to the needs of the residents of Ballybucklebo.
The Mumbai blasts of 1993, the attack on the Indian Parliament in 2001, Mumbai 26/11—cross-border terrorism has continued
unabated. What can India do to motivate Pakistan to do more to prevent such attacks? In the nuclear times that we live in, where a
military counter-attack could escalate to destruction beyond imagination, overt warfare is clearly not an option. But since outright
peace-making seems similarly infeasible, what combination of coercive pressure and bargaining could lead to peace? The authors
provide, for the first time, a comprehensive assessment of the violent and non-violent options available to India for compelling
Pakistan to take concrete steps towards curbing terrorism originating in its homeland. They draw on extensive interviews with
senior Indian and Pakistani officials, in service and retired, to explore the challenges involved in compellence and to show how nonviolent coercion combined with clarity on the economic, social and reputational costs of terrorism can better motivate Pakistan to
pacify groups involved in cross-border terrorism. Not War, Not Peace? goes beyond the much discussed theories of nuclear
deterrence and counterterrorism strategy to explore a new approach to resolving old conflicts.
Peace is a universal ideal, but its political life is a great paradox: "peace" is the opposite of war, but it also enables war. If peace is
the elimination of war, then what does it mean to wage war for the sake of peace? What does peace mean when some say that
they are committed to it but that their enemies do not value it? Why is it that associating peace with other ideals, like justice,
friendship, security, and law, does little to distance peace from war? Although political theory has dealt extensively with most major
concepts that today define "the political" it has paid relatively scant critical attention to peace, the very concept that is often said to
be the major aim and ideal of humanity. In War for Peace, Murad Idris looks at the ways that peace has been treated across the
writings of ten thinkers from ancient and modern political thought, from Plato to Immanuel Kant and Sayyid Qutb, to produce an
original and striking account of what peace means and how it works. Idris argues that peace is parasitical in that the addition of
other ideals into peace, such as law, security, and friendship, reduces it to consensus and actually facilitates war; it is provincial in
that its universalized content reflects particularistic desires and fears, constructions of difference, and hierarchies within humanity;
and it is polemical, in that its idealization is not only the product of antagonisms, but also enables hostility. War for Peace uncovers
the basis of peace's moralities and the political functions of its idealizations, historically and into the present. This bold and
ambitious book confronts readers with the impurity of peace as an ideal, and the pressing need to think beyond universal peace.
A number of major blockades, including the Continental System in the Napoleonic Wars, the War of 1812, the American Civil War,
and World Wars I and II, in addition to the increased use of peacetime blockades and sanctions with the hope of avoiding war, are
examined in this book. The impact of new technology and organizational changes on the nature of blockades and their
effectiveness as military measures are discussed. Legal, economic, and political questions are explored to understand the various
constraints upon belligerent behavior. The analysis draw upon the extensive amount of quantitative material available from military
publications.
Thoroughly sharp and honest treatment of a brutal conflict.The Algerian War (1954-1962) was a savage colonial war, killing an
estimated one million Muslim Algerians and expelling the same number of European settlers from their homes. It was to cause the
fall of six French prime minsters and the collapse of the Fourth Repbulic. It came close to bringing down de Gaulle and - twice - to
plunging France into civil war.The story told here contains heroism and tragedy, and poses issues of enduring relevance beyond
the confines of either geography or time. Horne writes with the extreme intelligence and perspicacity that are his trademarks.
Great friendship existed between the United States and Imperial Russia during the nineteenth century. The Old World Russian
autocracy supported the young New World democracy because of the emerging U.S. role as a bulwark against Great Britain's
ambitions, in Asia and in the North Pacific Ocean region especially. In fact, when the American Civil War threatened to divide the
United States, Russia alone among the European great powers gave no aid or comfort to the seceding states. The surprise 1863
arrival of squadrons of Russian warships and thousands of Russian sailors in New York and San Francisco proved fortuitous,
coming when the Union feared British and French intervention on the Confederacy's behalf. C. Douglas Kroll, using both Russian
and U.S. documents, investigates why the Russian Pacific Squadron came to San Francisco, a port of departure for California and
Nevada gold headed east; what happened during its nearly year-long visit; and how its presence influenced events. With the units
of the U.S. Navy's small Pacific Squadron widely dispersed and Confederate commerce raiders on the loose, the Russians' arrival
suggested to on-lookers that they intended to defend the Union against interference. Whether actively supporting the Union or
training and refitting or both, the Russian officers and sailors endeared themselves to San Francisco's citizens. Parades and balls,
as well as dinners hosted by both sides, helped San Franciscans overlook the various differences they had with their Russian
visitors. Kroll gives us a thorough examination of the Russians' visit and its social, diplomatic, and military impact.
An informed modern plan for post-2020 American foreign policy that avoids the opposing dangers of retrenchment and overextension Russia
and China are both believed to have "grand strategies"--detailed sets of national security goals backed by means, and plans, to pursue them.
In the United States, policy makers have tried to articulate similar concepts but have failed to reach a widespread consensus since the Cold
War ended. While the United States has been the world's prominent superpower for over a generation, much American thinking has
oscillated between the extremes of isolationist agendas versus interventionist and overly assertive ones. Drawing on historical precedents
and weighing issues such as Russia's resurgence, China's great rise, North Korea's nuclear machinations, and Middle East turmoil, Michael
O'Hanlon presents a well-researched, ethically sound, and politically viable vision for American national security policy. He also proposes
complementing the Pentagon's set of "4+1" pre-existing threats with a new "4+1" biological, nuclear, digital, climatic, and internal dangers.
“A well-written and worthy sequel to one of SF’s enduring classics”—the Nebula Award winner The Forever War—now with a bonus story, “A
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Separate War” (Publishers Weekly). On virtually every list of the greatest military science fiction adventures ever written, Joe Haldeman’s
Hugo and Nebula Award–winning classic, The Forever War, is ranked at the very top. In Forever Free, the Science Fiction Writers of America
Grand Master and author of the acclaimed Worlds series returns to that same volatile universe where human space marines once engaged
the alien Taurans in never-ending battle. While loyal soldier William Mandella was fighting for the survival of the human race in a distant
galaxy, thousands of years were passing on his home planet, Earth. Then, with the end of the hostilities came the shocking realization that
humanity had evolved into something he did not recognize. Offered the choice of retaining his individuality or becoming part of the genetically
modified shared Human hive-mind, Mandella chose exile, joining other veterans of the Forever War seeking a new life on a wasteland world
they called Middle Finger. Making a home for themselves in this half-frozen hell, Mandella and his life partner, Marygay, have survived into
middle age, raising a son and a daughter in the process. Now, the dark truth about the colonists’ ultimate role in the continuation of the
Human group mind will force Mandella and Marygay to take desperate action as they hijack an interstellar vessel and set off on a frantic
escape across space and time. But what awaits them upon their return is a mystery far beyond all human—or Human—comprehension . . . In
Forever Free, Joe Haldeman’s stunning vision of humankind’s far future reaches its enthralling conclusion in a masterwork of speculation
from the mind and heart of one of the undisputed champions of hard science fiction. And in the bonus story included in this volume, “A
Separate War,” Marygay, reassigned and separated from her lover, Mandella, continues fighting in military engagements across the stars—all
the while planning how she and Mandella can reunite despite the time and space between them.
Unpacks key assumptions about the 'environment', its relationship with violent conflict, and the justification for its protection underlying
international law.
This title is part of UC Press's Voices Revived program, which commemorates University of California Press’s mission to seek out and
cultivate the brightest minds and give them voice, reach, and impact. Drawing on a backlist dating to 1893, Voices Revived makes highquality, peer-reviewed scholarship accessible once again using print-on-demand technology. This title was originally published in 1989.
A harrowing exploration of the collapse of American diplomacy and the abdication of global leadership. "This is one of the most important
books of our time." Walter Isaacson US foreign policy is undergoing a dire transformation, forever changing America's place in the world.
Institutions of diplomacy and development are bleeding out after deep budget cuts; the diplomats who make America's deals and protect
democratic interests around the world are walking out in droves. Offices across the State Department sit empty, while abroad the militaryindustrial complex has assumed the work once undertaken by peacemakers. Increasingly, America is a nation that shoots first and asks
questions later. In an astonishing journey from the corridors of power in Washington, DC, to some of the most remote and dangerous places
on earth - Afghanistan, Somalia, and North Korea among them acclaimed investigative journalist Ronan Farrow illuminates one of the most
consequential and poorly understood changes in American history. His first-hand experience as a former State Department official affords a
personal look at some of the last standard bearers of traditional statecraft, including Richard Holbrooke, who made peace in Bosnia and died
while trying to do so in Afghanistan. Drawing on newly unearthed documents, and richly informed by rare interviews with warlords, whistleblowers, and policymakers - including every living secretary of state from Henry Kissinger to Hillary Clinton to Rex Tillerson - War on Peace
makes a powerful case for an endangered profession. Diplomacy, Farrow argues, has declined after decades of political cowardice, shortsightedness, and outright malice - but it may just offer a way out of a world at war.
The author depicts his life and his experiences as the Under Secretary-General of the United Nations
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